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Order as impressive as waiting for yourself (and they're pretty damn impressive) in the creation process. To build each monochromatic look, make-up artists used only one product on the models' eyes, lips and cheeks. Each model glam is based around one shade of Fenty Mattemoiselle Plush Matte
Lipstick. So yes, for less than $20, you could transform yourself into a Savage x Fenty model from the comfort of your own home. Actually, I think that's exactly what Rihanna would want. Madisen TheobaldMadisen TheobaldModels wear Mattemoiselle on the eyes, lips and cheeks, with an exaggerated
contour thanks to the Killawatt Highlighter and the new one-year launch diamond bomb highlighter. The pastas and lace on the runway were sexy, of course. But what's really sexy? Monochromatic, highlighted-to-the-heavens win that just so happens to match your lingerie. We've said this before and we'll
say it again: Damn, Rihanna.How to wear Fenty Beauty for her next lingerie show: Rihanna's Makeup Artist Priscilla Ono Sat Laverne Cox was released. Norman danced. Halsey sang. Cara Delevingne, Alek Wek, Joan Smalls and both hadid sisters walked. But when Rihanna was wrong about the
Victoria's Secret Fashion Show, the formula was arguably where it mattered most: Savage x Fenty was a celebration of bodies-all shapes, sizes, colors and abilities. Dimitrios KambourisValatud, made up mainly of dancers, was incredibly diverse. There were sample size models, plus-size models, and
amputee models, all clad in Savage x Fenty. The whole thing was much more like a concert than a fashion show, with extensive choreography over the tiered stage of the Barclays Center in Brooklyn. (You could describe it as a Norman-level epic, but then Normani actually appeared.) And the audience
was genuinely forced to be present because there was a strict no-phones policy (something that was enforced on closed bags provided by Amazon). The audience was there. //twitter.com/Normani/status/1171621848502681600 614394603716611 means that fans will not see the Savage x Fenty show in
full, until Amazon makes it available to stream on September 20. (Autumn 2019 collection goes on the same day. And yes, you will be able to buy it on Amazon.) But expect a lot more of this in the next few weeks-especially since right now, Victoria's Secret executives are gathering in Columbus for
investor meetings and reportedly teasing a new look that is less Angel and more reflective of its customer base. (Very good forward and update these Amazon subscriptions. Because if Rihanna says you have to tune in, do it. Rihanna's Savage X Fenty lingerie line offers Xtra VIP membership (which
works a lot like Fabletics and ShoeDazzle), which gives you access to exclusive limited edition sets as well as great discounts and first dibs everything for $49.95/month. New pieces are added to their size-and-skin tone-inclusive catalogue for a month that offers a wide range of color gamut from comfy
everyday items to super sexy specialty lingerie. You have the option to buy something new, leave a month to avoid a fee, or have a $49.95 membership fee saved in your account to use in the future. My order addiction paid for this box. (See the review process post for more information on how we review
the boxes.) About Savage X Fenty Xtra VIP Membership Subscription: Savage X Fenty Xtra VIP Membership Cost: Make a purchase at the top of the month, and that you can cover the cost of your membership. (Most pieces are priced at about $15-$50.) You can also skip the month and avoid any
charges. Or don't do anything and a $49.95 fee will be saved in store credits that can be used in the future. Delivery is free over $49.00. COUPON: 2 $29 bras and bralettes, plus get 50% off your first subscription when you sign up for Xtra VIP membership! No coupon required - just use this link.
Products: Quality lingerie in wide size (bras range from 32A-44DDD and panties and other apparel run from XS to 3X), colors (their look includes 4 different skin shades inspired shades as well as rainbow brights) and styles (from super sexy to simple and comfortable). Good to know: Members can
access VIP pricing throughout the month long, as well as access special offers and limited edition Xtra VIP Boxes, which feature special or first-look products. Ships: All over the world. Savage X Fenty Xtra VIP Membership Review – August 2020 Tutti Fruity Xtra VIP Box – Retail Price $114.85/VIP
Member Price $49.95 Ok, it's so summery and silly I just had to have it. Pale mint and embroidered pineapples were far outside my usual lingerie sort of comfort zone, but this set looked so cute. Unfortunately, I didn't like that match at all. The main body of the teddy bear is vinyl material, which did little to
stretch, but was uncomfortable to wear as well as troublesome to get into. I also found that teddy bear's torso, which was super short. I don't think I'm a taller person with a waist, but the cups barely made it to my bust. Summer, bullshit! 1 7 2 7 3 7 4 7 7 7 7 7 Tutti Fruity Embroidered Tulle &amp;amp;
Vinyl Teddy – Retail price $74.95/VIP member Price $59.95 Aside from the awkward fabric and fit issues, it was really cute and full of details that have made Savage X Fenty lingerie some of my favorite pieces. Pineapples were all pastel tones and keyhole bust was covered with metal multi-finish
pineapple charm. That's so sweet. 1 4 2 4 3 4 4 Tutti Fruity Embroidered Open Back Cheeky – Retail Value $24.95/VIP member Price $19.95 I did almost consider keeping these cute cheeks because the weird vinyl fabric was only piping and they fit really well! The backless design was crowned with
tucked tulle detail and another lovely pineapple charm. 1 4 2 4 3 4 4 4 Tutti Fruity Pineapple Pasta - Retail Price $14.95/VIP member Price $10.95 These pineapple pastes were very cute, but I thought the color scheme was way off the laundry they arrived in. Sure, I'm super fussy about a pair of pastries,
but it's just me! Verdict: This is the first Savage X Fenty Xtra VIP set I'll be back. Fit was just off and the last thing I want to hug my body right now is vinyl. Live and learn! I'm sure I'll find another delightful little thing to replace those lovely pineapples in my heart. I'm still wildly on this order though. The
themes and size range of the letter and support themes are actually pretty large. Try if you need to spice up your laundry drawer or just want some seriously cool loungewear. Wrap Up: Can you get these pieces if you sign up today? Yep! Some sizes have sold out, but many are still missing. COUPON: $2
for 29 bras and bralettes, plus getting 50% off your first order when you sign up for an Xtra VIP membership! No coupon required - just use this link. Value Breakdown: If purchased separately, these items would have cost $114.85, but I got them set through an Xtra VIP box that only cost $49.95, which
means I saved $64.90. Check out all our Savage X Fenty reviews with the best women's clothing and fashion order boxes for 2020! Track your orders by adding it to your list of orders or wishlist! Can you order a Savage X Fenty Xtra VIP Box? Rihanna, our gracious and inclusive queen, has no plans to
lift her Fenty stiletto on our necks. This Rihanna reign just won't stop. As rumors swirl that she is in the studio working on her ninth studio album, Robyn Rihanna Fenty has released her LVMH-backed clothing line and is now preparing Fenty x Savage for her latest fashion week presentation. But unlike
last year's lingerie shows that included the most plus-sized models of any New York Fashion Week show last season, the second annual runway show to stream only on Amazon Prime Video in more than 200 countries and territories on Friday, September 20. I couldn't be more excited that everyone will
have full access to the Savage x Fenty Show this year, Bad Gal Ri Ri said in a press release announcing the collaboration. We work to create a bold, sexy, super energetic experience for our After the live show, this year's Savage X Fenty Show will be available to stream. The Amazon Prime Video
special also has an exclusive look behind the scenes in the making of the show. Rihanna has conquered the worlds of music, film, beauty and fashion. She has invented the idea of what fashionable lingerie should be for a global customer, Jennifer Salke, head of Amazon Studios, said via a press release.
The brand authentically reflects empowering statements about inclusiveness, body positivity and fun! The Savage x Fenty Show promises to be a groundbreaking and truly unique experience and we are excited to give our global customers an exclusive front-row seat. While we don't have any information
about design inspiration yet, we can be sure that Rihanna stays true to the Savage brand ethos, centering the women's lingerie market that traditionally caters to male gaze. Women should wear lingerie to their cursed selves, Rihanna told Vogue in her May 2018 cover story. I can only hope to build
confidence and strength by showing lingerie in a different light. [...] I want people to wear Savage x Fenty and think I'm a bad bitch. I want women to have their beauty.
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